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Celebrating Human Rights Day: Why
SDGs should be included in all CSR
strategies
Each year, we commemorate Human Rights Day by celebrating the UN
adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights on 10 December
1948, and calling for all companies to place Human Rights at the center of
their CSR and sustainability programs.
At CWT, we are proud of our commitment to upholding human rights across

all operations, and our efforts to advance the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) that foster these rights across the globe.
Today, we interview Françoise Grumberg, CWT’s Global Responsible Business
and Diversity & Inclusion Vice President, to learn more about the SDGs and
how all companies can incorporate them into their business activities.

What are the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)?
In 2015, all 193 Member States of the United Nations adopted a 15-year plan
for overcoming the largest economic, social, and environmental challenges
facing the entire planet. The 17 SDGs are a crucial component of this agenda,
as theydefine the aspirations to be reached by 2030 and call for the
worldwide action needed from governments, businesses, and civil society to
achieve them.

Why do businesses need to be involved?
The scale and scope of these global goals are unprecedented and require
action from all sectors in order to be obtained. At the recent UN Summit on
SDGs, world leaders called for a “Decade of Action” and shared responsibility
from all actors as the only way to successfully meet these objectives for all.
Companies large and small, and in every country, have a crucial role to play
in this agenda.

Why should a company choose to advance the SDGs?
The business case for developing and implementing activities that help
achieve the SDGs includes a wide range of benefits for each company, such

as:
•

•

•

Alignment to SDGs provides a solid framework on which to
create, manage, and communicate CSR and sustainability
components that are understood and respected by customers,
investors, and other stakeholders around the world.
Innovation in corporate sustainability solutions helps companies
meet the growing demand for these solutions and attract and
retain the workforce that values the priority placed on
sustainability and CSR.
Achievement of SDGs creates societies with fewer risks, develops
emerging markets, and increases the educated and skilled
workforce, all resulting in stronger environments in which to do
business.

What are some ways that CWT incorporates the SDGs into its Responsible
Business strategy?
We have selected the following six SDGs and supporting targets that we
believe CWT is best positioned to address. You can read more about our
specific efforts and activities tied to these SDGs within our Annual
Responsible Business Report, as well as how they are aligned to each of our
Responsible Business domains.
SDG 4: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all
Education is one of the focus areas of our 3E community involvement strategy (with
Emergencies and Essential Needs), resulting in dozens of employees giving,
volunteerism, and company donations to support education projects across the globe
each year .
SDG 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
From our “Understanding Unconscious Bias” trainings to the CWT Executive
Leadership Team and employees' signings of the UN Women Empowerment
Principles, gender equality has long been a guiding force here at CWT.
SDG 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all
We provide quality employment and economic growth through our human resources,
human rights, and business performance. And with the leadership of our Anti-Human
Trafficking Task Force, CWT has become a global force in combatting modern slavery
in all its forms.

SDG 10: Reduce inequality within and among countries
Through actions like our non-discrimination trainings, we strive to promote equal
opportunities for all. We hold ourselves to high standards of conduct and maintain a
zero-tolerance stance on any forms of discrimination and harassment at CWT.
SDG 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
With our annual Environmental Awareness Week, CWT employees are informed about
the many ways they can contribute throughout the year to help reach our
environmental objectives. Additionally, we offset the carbon emissions of many
internal events and roll out local initiatives across the globe to reduce our carbon
footprint.
SDG 16: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide
access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all
levels
We join our parent company, Carlson, which has worked for more than 20 years to
bring a stop to human trafficking. CWT recently provided expertise for the newECPAT
training moduleto raise awareness in the travel and meetings and events
industries,donated $100,000to theWorld Childhood Foundationto help end the
exploitation and abuse of children, and worked withThorn in leading a “hackathon”to
improve the organization’s abilities to find victims and bring traffickers to justice.

Where can other companies learn more about the SDGs and what they can do
to help achieve them?
Provided by the United Nations, the Sustainable Development Goals
Knowledge Platform is a robust resource on everything SDG-related. As the
world’s largest corporate social responsibility initiative, the UN Global
Compact provides toolkits and information to assist in embedding these goals
within CSR strategies and initiatives.

CWT
CWT is a Business-to-Business-for-Employees (B2B4E) travel management
platform. Companies and governments rely on us to keep their people
connected – anywhere, anytime, anyhow – and across six continents, we
provide their employees with innovative technology and an efficient, safe and
secure travel experience. Every single day, we look after enough travelers to
fill more than 100,000 hotel rooms, while our meetings and events division
handles more than 100 events every 24 hours.
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